Generations' Lab
Blended Intensive Program
Virtual Phase: 03.05. - 31.05.
Physical Phase: 09.06. - 16.06.

Learn about these themes and more:

Green Cities & Sustainability
Digital Transformation
Wellbeing & Health
Diversity & Inclusion

Apply until February 20 and get the chance to unleash your creativity in Oulu, Finland.
Generations' Lab
Blended Intensive Program

Virtual Phase
- 03/05: Getting to know the case and teams
- 10/05: Design thinking through Self Hack
- 17/05: Designing and Conducting Interviews
- 24/05: Defining the problem through future thinking techniques
- 31/05: Ideation through art thinking techniques

Physical Phase
- 09/06: Prototyping, Testing, Feedback
- 10/06: Prototyping, Testing, Feedback
- 13/06: Communication and presentation
- 14/06: Finalizing presentations
- 15/06: Future Fest Event during the UNIC Conference
- 16/06: UNIC CityLabs Festival

Teaching Language: English
Open to all study fields
All levels of studies (Bachelor & Master)

5 ECTS
Learn, create, and network while solving real-life cases in UNIC Generations’ Lab in Oulu, Finland!

Apply to be a part of the RUB student delegation.

Application Form
Transcript of Records

unic-citylabs@rub.de
Deadline: 20/02/2022

You can find the Application Form and more UNIC-related information on our Moodle course: "UNIC@RUB für Studierende". Simply scan the QR-Code

Participants will receive an Erasmus grant to cover travel and accommodation costs.

Co-funded by the Erasmus+ Programme of the European Union
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